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ABSTRACT 

Negativity and Hedonic Relevance are examined as factors 

potentially influencing attributions associated with changes in 

the built environment. Ninety-nine male and female university 

students participated on a "survey" testing the extension of 

previous re-search identifying these variables as biasing per-

ceivers toward asserting "person" as opposed to "situational" 

causation. As predicted, increased negativity resulted in sig

nificantly more inferences of negative dispositions to only 

implicitly involved actors. A significant interaction effect was 

also identified between negativity and gender, with males making 

more attributions of causality (blame) in response to a more 

negative event, as predicted for all subjects, and females mak

ing less. No new evidence for the role of Hedonic Relevance was 

identified due to failure of the associated manipulation. 

A greater focus on gender differences in future attri

bution research is recommended, as is a greater awareness among 

architects and planners of the psychological processes underly

ing the experience of environmental change. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Experience of Perceiving a Changing Environment: 

People are aware of change, although they do not neces

sarily conceptualize it as such. Certainly, in response to 

direct inquiry they report perceiving change (Gerrity, 1981). 

Yet, each person faces the ongoing task of building up and 

maintaining a working understanding of the world. And if it is 

true that "confidence in the predictability of our surroundings 

rests ... on our ability to abstract from particular events the 

underlying laws which govern them" (Marris, 1974:6), then 

somehow change has to be assimilated, at least most of the time, 

into the individual's familiar structures of relationships to 

people places and purposes. If this last were not true those 

structures of meaning would be in such a constant state of 

reconstruction as to impair functioning. Clearly though there 

are levels of change that are less easily assimilated than 

others. 

Marris (1974:11), in summarizing his years of exploring 

changes humans experience as seemingly diverse as widowhood and 

third world urbanization, suggests that changes "can be discrim

inated in terms of ... a balance between continuity, growth and 

loss. The changes that Marris came to feel were truly disruptive 

were those which threaten critical, unretrievable attachments 
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that define the "self" through connections to other or place. 

Severely disruptive change, or "loss", was shown by Marris to be 

frequently accompanied by grief and bereavement. 

The awareness that the relationship between person and 

place is so fundamental is coming to be echoed by a growing 

community of thinkers, crossing a variety of disciplines. In her 

review of the literature Gibson (1981: 5), for instance, cited 

"copious evidence that places are much more than neutral 

backgrounds for human activity ... constituting instead centers 

of felt value and meaning... (and concluded) that involvement 

with planes often comes to be as significant, necessary and 

profound as the relationships individuals form with other 

people" (Emphasis added). Relph (1976), for another, talks about 

the need to conceptualize places as existing "in existential 

space ... as centres of meaning or focuses of intention and pur

poses" (:43). The transactionalist school (c.f. Cantril, 1950; 

Ittelson, 1962, 1976; Tibbetts, 1972; Tibbetts and Esser, 1973; 

Wapner, 1981), has long argued that the human experience 

divorced from its environmental context is not comprehensible, 

as the two are inseparable and mutually defining components of a 

system which has to be examined holistically. 

Awareness is also growing within the community of profes

sional planners and designers regarding just how emotionally 

charged change in the built environment can be. A recent review 
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of the environmental change literature (Sell and Zube, 1986a) 

for instance, cites surveys related to urban growth in general 

(Bultena, 1981; Gottdiener and Neiman, 1981; Maurer and 

Christenson, 1982; Mead and McCoy, 1982), rural development 

(Maurer and Napier, 1981; Napier and Maurer, 1978; Napier and 

Most, 1981; Napier and Wright, 1974), tourism (Carlson, 1980; 

Kariel and Kariel, 1980; Saarinen and Sell, 1981), and energy 

development (Canan and Hennesy, 1982; Fookes, 1974) which all 

underscored the sometimes ambivalent and often polarized nature 

of reactions touched off in neighborhoods and communities by 

actual or proposed change. Accounts of dramatic instances of 

such turmoil have filled many a tabloid page. 

Yet, in spite of increasing professional and popular 

interest Sell and Zube (1986b) were forced to conclude that the 

degree of empirical research concerning environmental change has 

been remarkably limited — particularly with regard to uncovering 

the variables that mitigate the perception of such change. 

Pulling together the concepts;and limited data available 

Zube and Sell (1986b) recently presented a model within which 

they sought to identify key factors for consideration in future 

research. They suggested that the "kind" of environmental change 

—i.e. a transition from land use "A" to land use "B" - be 

viewed as the baseline variable, mediated by the scale, pace, 

obtrusiveness, and proximity to other people and land-uses of 
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the change in question. They also placed tremendous stress on 

the psychological makeup of the individual in the situation, 

which they discussed in terms of such constructs as "personal 

value orientation," and "locus of control". Additionally, the 

possible role of "knowledge of who benefits from or incurs the 

costs assoc-iated with the change ..." is broght up <: 164), but 

only in the context of costs or benefits felt by the perceivers 

to be theirs. 

It would appear that understandings held by individuals 

concerning why environmental change events occur and the pro

cesses generating those beliefs have been ignored in the envi

ronment and behavior research literature. Yet statements are 

frequently made to elected leadership and others, by those 

concerned about environmental changes, that seem to closely 

revolve around such beliefs and assertions. In fact, the 

intensity with which such beliefs are held and expressed has 

become a very salient development in many a community's attempts 

to carry out physical planning and related efforts. 

The public relations battle surrounding Pima County, Ari

zona's December 9th, 1986 sales tax vote presents a case in 

point. The opponents believed that "theirs is a constituency 

among the victims .... and (that) the tax vote is just another 

example of the cynical power of real estate developers, bankers, 

wealthy investors, car dealers and contractors to shape the 
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direction of Tucson and Pima County" (Allen, 1986: 3). As Geri 

Menton, one of the opposition leaders, was quoted as saying "all 

you have to do is look at the jumble in the Sabino Canyon area, 

or at Sunrise and Swan, to see what happens when you trust the 

good judgement of politicians and developers" (in Voiner, 1986: 

24). Earlier "skirmishes" resulted in assaults on elected 

officials as "neighborhood terrorists" (Emerine, 1984); bankers, 

economists, developers, and other such movers and shakers were 

said to be blind adherents to "the religion of endless growth 

.... a kind of mania, a form of lunacy, indeed a disease .... 

(Abbey, 1984). Other cases, initiating similarly vitriolic 

lanquage, or worse, are fairly frequent topics in most any daily 

paper or city magazine in typical high growth areas. 

It seems perfectly reasonable to suggest that beliefs 

about causality and the processes related to identifying caus

ality for an event are deeply connected to its meaning for the 

perceiver. As McArthur (1972: 171) points out, "what an individ

ual expects from his environment and what he does to influence 

it will undoubtedly depend on his beliefs about causality ... 

(given that) causal knowledge carries with it a wide scope of 

connotations regarding an event and makes possible a more or 

less stable, predictable, and controllable world". And yet it 

appears that no research along this tact - involving perception 

or response to environmental change - has been done. Given the 
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extent to which the environmental design and planning profes

sions are "inextricably involved" in the process of precisely 

these sorts of "deliberate" environmental change (Zube & Sell, 

1986b: 162), one might expect to find a bit more related 

discussion about public perceptions and their causes in the 

field. 

There has, on the other hand, been no such dearth of re

search pertaining to causal beliefs and processes in general. In 

fact, the processes involved in the making of causal inferences 

and related judgements were reportedly responsible for nearly 

half of all the published articles in major social psychology-

related journals during the mid-seventies (Harvey and Weary, 

1981) and continue to generate substantial amounts of research 

to this day. 

Attribution Theory 

In their seminal work Jones and Davis focused on the 

question of whether observing a behavior would lead to the 

inference of dispositional qualities on the part of the actor. 

They came to the conclusion that behavior will result in a 

"correspondent inference" — where both the behavior and the 

inferred disposition can be syn-onymously described — to the 

extent that the perceiver believes the actor to have intended 

the act, had the ability to act, and had knowledge of the 
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effects the action would have. Jones and Davis contend that: (1) 

because each effect could constitute an alternative hypothesis 

for the observer concerning why the action took place, the 

number of noncommon effects is inversely related to the tendency 

to infer a disposition, and; (2) that actions with highly desir

able effects were less informational in terms of determining 

dispositions. 

Kelley (1967, 1971) focused in contrast on the somewhat 

different question of whether cause is attributed to internal 

versus external forces (something inherent to the character of 

the actor vs. the situation the actor is in). He concluded that 

the distinctiveness of an act for the individual, the degree of 

consensus between the behavior of the actor and that of others 

in their environment, and the degree of consistency of the 

actor's behavior were all used as checks by observers as they 

sifted through the noise of competing hypotheses. 

This initially advanced view of the perceiver as "naive 

scientist" — objectively and thoroughly sorting through altern

ative solutions and their relative evidence - has, however, been 

sharply challenged. Ajzen (1977: 303) for one suggests "that 

especially in the case of judgements concerning human behavior 

and its effects, people often rely on their intuitive under

standing of the factors that cause the event in question". 

Reeder and Brewer (1979) point out that the processes underlying 
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the attribution of all dispositional qualities are not identi

cal and that individuals differ in terms of both the behavioral 

characteristics they key on and the rules they use for inferring 

a disposition following such a classification. 

There is also evidence for similarities in bias across 

individuals, and it is this evidence that is the most suggestive 

in terms of understanding reactions to the kind of environmental 

changes of common interest to the planning and design community. 

As shall be seen that is because so many of these events are 

experienced as negative (Gerrity, 1981). 

Numerous studies (c.f. Walster, 1966; Jones arid Harris, 

1967; Harvey, et al., 1980), have identified seemingly 

irrational judgement behavior associated with negative events — 

with more blame conferred as the degree of impact associated 

with an event increases - even in the face of what should be 

competing information. Further, it has been shown that "as the 

tangibility, importance and proximity of an object or outcome 

increases so does the salience of its negative attributes" 

(Kanouse and Hansen, 1972: 58-59). 

A point is reached apparently, where the extremity of a 

behavior or the degree of impact associated with an action begin 

to counteract the influence of other information; functioning, 

in effect, like a perceptual "flag" such that related 
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information is attended to more rigorously than other 

information (Taylor and Fiske, 1975). 

Additionally, Jones and deCharms (1957) have demonstrated 

that hedonically relevant stimuli (where there are direct conse 

quences for the perceiver in terms of their own "parochial" 

purposes and values) tend to increase the likelihood that the 

perceiver will view both the action and the actor as negative. 

It has also been suggested that this is particuarly true where 

the perceiver believes the actor had choice and the action was 

directed at them (Jones and Davis, 1965). 

Micro- Versus Macro-Scale Social Cognition: 

To summarize: The implication of the attribution finding 

discussed, from the standpoint of understanding perception of 

environmental change, is that the more negative and hedonically 

relevant the change the more likely it is that the perceiver 

will attribute its cause to the actor as opposed to the situa

tion they are in. There are, however, severe limitations on 

the appropriateness of extrapolating the findings of these 

attributional studies to the topic of environmental change 

perception/response. Most environmental change situations of 

interest to the environmental design and planning professions 

involve multiple actions and multiple actors over time frames 

which may be measured in years. The perceiver may have direct 
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contact with some, all or none of these actions and actors or 

may only be reading about them or hearing about them through 

some other person or medium. Actors and actions may only be 

assumed to be involved yet blame somehow inferred accordingly. 

t In contrast/ the attributionl findings discussed above 

were drawn from research that explicitly involved actors, with 

the perceiver either witnessing or being told about a specific 

action. In Walster's (1966) study for instance, perceivers were 

told of an event involving a car being parked on a hill without 

its brakes set, with manipulations of the degree of impact of 

the resulting accident presented, followed by the explicit ques

tion of how much the driver of the car was responsible for what 

had happened. In most cases behavior was even more clearly the 

focus, and the observation of it far more direct. That there 

might be differences in the manner in which these sorts of 

"events" are evaluated in comparison with an environmental 

change seems obvious. Consider for a moment the introduction of 

a planned-unit, multifamily project into what had been a single 

family neighborhood. Although the event is not likely to be 

experienced as an act of God or nature, and thus will be assumed 

to involve actors at least implicitly, information about the 

specific actors and behaviors may well be sketchy or 

nonexistent. 
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Group Membership and Behavioral Expectations: 

Given the possiblity that the actors who would tend to be 

assumed to be involved in these sorts of situations would come 

from specific groups {government, builder-developers, bureau

crats, and architects for instance), the possible effects of 

group membership on attribution become salient. Wyer and Martin 

(1986) point out that "in everyday life ... people often acquire 

quite different expectations for a person, depending on the 

social role or situation in which the person is found" (661). 

It has also been suggested by Jones and McGillis (1976) that 

people have category based behavioral expectations, and Miller 

(1976) has provided some evidence for the argument that behav

iors consistent with these expectations are not experienced as 

particularly useful for ascertaining causality or making dispo

sitional inferences. 

Generally speaking, expected behavior — whether category 

based or not — has been shown to be less associated with attri-

butional activity (Bettman and Weitz, 1983; Lau and Russell, 

1980; Pyszczynski and Greenberg, 1981; Wong and Weiner, 1981). 

It does seem plausible, however, that in some person-

situation transactions the perceiver may believe that the roles 

and settings choosen by an actor reflect features of their 

inherent personality (Diener, et al., 1984) there-by leading 

them to make dispositional attributions as part of holding 
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particular types of actors accountable for some event. Whether 

this is true in the context of changes in the built environment 

remains to be tested. 

Measurement Issues: 

Toward the end of the 1970's reservations began to be voiced 

regarding the external validity of much of the attribution 

research that had been underway. The underlying suspicion being 

that the methods used in many studies were reactive — inducing 

attributional activity that might not have taken place without 

the explicit demand by the experimenter for responses to causal 

questions. Enzle and Shoplocher (1978) have, in fact, demon

strated that specifically asking a person to explain another's 

behavior is one factor that can instigate causal analysis. 

However, freely occurring attributional activity has been 

identified in non-experimental settings through structured 

analysis of printed materials (c.f. Bettman and Weitz, 1983; Di-

ener and Dweck, 1978; Nisbett, et al., 1979; Weiner, 1985), and 

in experimental settings using a variation of the information 

search technique (Pyszczynski and Greenberg, 1981) and through 

indirect-probe techniques using open ended questions (Harvey et 

al., 1980; Holtzworth-Munroe and Jacobson, 1985). Unfortunately, 

each of these techniques poses severe limitations for the 

present research. 
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The problem with the the information search technique is 

that, while ideally suited for investigation of factors 

mitigating "new causal analysis" (Pyszczynski and Greenberg, 

1981), it is not at all useful for exploring "attributional 

assertions", which are the focus of this study. Non-experimental 

methods, such as reviewing newspaper accounts of attributional 

comments, lend themselves to documenting that such behavior 

"freely" occurs but are very limited from the standpoint of 

interpreting factors that potentially influence the type of 

attribution made, such as stimulus negativity, given the in

ability to control for confounding variables. 

Indirect-probes are a great technique for unobtrusively 

allowing people to express attributional assertions without 

inducing them to do so. The problem is that people may be 

thinking in terms of causality and/or have dispositional 

inferences in mind and yet hold back from verbalizing or 

otherwise expressing those judgements until prompted (Weiner, 

1985). This may be because of fears of interpersonal conse

quences perhaps, or due to inhibitions associated with morally 

reproaching another person, as suggested by Sabini and Silver 

(1980). From a reactivity standpoint, there are two concerns 

regarding the use of prompts: The first has to do with whether 

any attributional activity would be taking place without the 

prompt; the second issue is whether the prompt biases the nature 
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of the attrbiutional activity. As the key hypotheses to be 

tested in the present research deal strictly with whether 

certain variables significantly help determine what kind of 

attributional assertions will be made, the most important thing 

is to ensure that the dependent measures used do not bias the 

direction of those assertions. 

Measurement Approach: 

The battery of measures developed by Holtzworth-Munroe 

and Jacobson {1985) for use in their research on attributional 

activity in married couples was adapted for use in this study. 

The basic procedure involves sequentially exposing subjects 

first to a free-probe that allows them to express whatever 

feelings or thoughts are touched off by the experimentally 

manipulated stimuli, then to an open-ended question that does 

prompt them to think in terms of caus-ality but does not 

introduce the person-situation dichotomy, and only then to a 

series of structured response items used to identify dispo

sitional characteristics of the actors the subjects believed 

were involved (such that they held such beliefs) including the 

extent to which the actor's behavior was unexpected or 

surprising. In a deviation from this model a "bridge" was 

devised, between the open-ended question and the structured 
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response set, to introduce the person-situation dichotomy so 

that the following dispositional probes would make sense. 

Responses to the free-probe and the open-ended question 

(with prompt) were coded: (1) for the number of separate 

thoughts or comments; (2) for attributional vs. non-attribution-

al content, and; (3) for type of attributional content using 

"people", "circumstance", "mixed" and "other" as categories (the 

"circumstance" and "other" categories were ultimately collapsed 

into a category called "non-people" attributions). The percent

age of attributional thoughts or comments expressed and the 

percentage of each type of attributional assertion made consti

tuted the dependent measures for purposes of evaluating these 

two items. Nine-point Likert scales were used for the structured 

response items. 

In order to more easily control for environmental change 

variables other than negativity and hedonic relevance, and also 

to avoid issues related to specific personal knowledge, the 

decision was made to avoid using actual changes in the built 

environment in the study — utilizing hypothetical cases instead, 

presented to the participants in such a way that they would 

believe they were actually going to occur. To accomplish this it 

was necessary to select an environmental context of salience to 

the participants within which physical change was plausible and 

within which manipulations for varying the negativity and 
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hedonic relevance of such change were possible. The ongoing 

building campaign at the University of Arizona campus, and 

articles printed in the student newspaper related to the 

administration's intention to more fully involve students and 

faculty in shaping future changes, made it a likely candidate. 

Students might seem, on the face of it, ill-suited as 

mirrors for the perceptions experienced by longer term resident 

and property owners in response to changes in the built 

environment. On the other hand, a university campus as a built 

environment should be seen as sharing with a neighborhood or 

community the attribute of encompassing a complex set of human-

environment transactions and experiential modes for those who 

use and identify with it — as it is safe to suggest students do 

Where students might be expected to differ most from their 

broader-community counterparts, in terms of the environmental 

change domaine, is in territorial defense mechanisms (Brower, 

1980; Gibson, 1981), because of the duration of their stay, 

preoccupation with other matters, etc. Territoriality is not, 

however, the subject of this study. 

A review of the not yet built upon sites on the U of A 

campus identified two that were relatively similar in all 

respects other than the extent to which their "loss" could be 

expected to generate variation in felt negativity — a faculty 

parking lot and a stretch of the nearby mall heavily used by 
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students individually and as a meeting place for eating, 

conversation and recreation. Either location was relatively easy 

to support, in terms of a rationale for their selection for a 

new building, bacuase of centrality, easy access and proximity 

to recently completed support (sewer) construction. 

Construction start-up dates — Fall 1986 (6 months from 

the date of the study) and Spring 1988 — were selected to 

operationalize hedonic relevance. This decision presumes: (1) 

that participants, on the average, would only be interacting 

with the University of Arizona campus {on a constant basis) for 

three years following the study (the vast majority of the 

available subjects being freshmen and sophomores), and; (2) that 

identification with the campus, and thus its hedonic relevance, 

will decrease with parting. It was also assumed that going 

further into the future would risk the believability of the 

"survey" deception — i.e. "why would they ask. me about things 

that are not going to happen till long after I'm gone?" 

Summary of Resecirch Rationale and Hypotheses: 
\ 

It is intuitively obvious that people make attributional 

assertions in response to environmental change events but this 
\ 

has never been experimentally examined. The attribution litera

ture sugests that perceivers will be influenced by how generally 

negative such events are and/or how directly they impact them 
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personally — but this literature is only suggestive because of 

major differences in the context of the social cognitions 

examined. The essential questions posed for this research are 

whether negative and hedoni-cally relevant environmental change 

events increase the salience of implicit actors such that 

causality and related dispositional char-acteristics are 

ascribed to them, and what role if any is played by the extent 

to which the perceiver's expectations for such actors are 

confirmed or not. It was therefore hypothesized: 

(1) That there would be significantly more attributional 

assertions made in response to: 

(a) a more negative deliberate change in the built 

environment — replacement of part of the student mall 

with a new multi-use building. 

(b) a more hedonically relevant change in the built 

environment — initiation of construction within less 

than a year on a new multi-use building replacing an 

existing use. 

(c) the interaction of higher negativity and hedonic 

relevance — - initiation of construction within less than 

a year on a new multi-use building replacing part of the 

student mall. 
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(2) That there would be significantly more "people" attributions 

and dispositional characteristcs inferred in response to: 

(a) a more negative deliberate change in the built 

environment —replacement of part of the student mall 

with a new multi-use building. 

(b) a more hedonically relevant change in the built 

environment — initiation of construction within less 

than a year on a new multi-use building replacing an 

existing use. 

(c) the interaction of higher negativity and hedonic 

relevance — initiation of construction within less than 

a year on a new multi-use building replacing replacing 

part of the student mall. 

(3) That there would be significantly more "non-people" 

attributions and fewer dispositional characteristcs inferred 

in response to: 

(a) a less negative deliberate change in the built 

environment — replacement of a portion of a faculty 

parking lot with a new multi-use building. 

(b) a less hedonically relevant change in the built 

environment — initiation of construction in two years on 

a new multi-use building replacing an existing use. 
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(c) the interaction of lower negativity and hedonic 

relevance — initiation of construction in two years on a 

new multi-use building replacing replacing a portion of 

a faculty parking lot. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Subjects and Manipulations: 

Subjects were 99 students - 51 Female and 48 Male - in a 

course in introductory psychology at the University of Arizona 

during the spring semester of 1986, who selected this study 

among a number available to earn required research participation 

credits. 

To counter presumable suspicion on the part of this 

subject pool regarding the extent any of the available studies 

were "real", as opposed to just being experiments, the posted 

description and sign up sheets referred to the study as a 

"survey" having to do with "proposed revisions in the campus 

development plan." As mentioned, articles in the student 

newspaper during and preceeding the period in which the study 

was conducted, concerning efforts to involve students and 

faculty more fully in future campus changes, served to reinforce 

the believability of this deception. Followup probes, conducted 

to check for problems in this regard, suggested that the vast 

majority of subjects believed the information presented to them 

described real events. 
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Descriptive Materials: 

The following descriptive scenario constituted the base 

stimulus presented to the subjects. Four combinations of 

construction startup date (Fall '86 or Spring "88) and location 

(mall or lot) were alternately inserted into this description: 

The revised campus development plan calls for construc
tion of new office and classroom space to begin by 

, with a building slated to take the place 
of 

The rationale for the selection of this central location 
was to ensure easy access, take advantage of new sewer 
work in the area, and respond to the community's con
cerns over what is perceived as unnecessary expansion 
into surrounding business and residential areas. 

Attributional Measures: 

An indirect-probe was used to measure unsolicited 

attributions, based on similar formats used by Harvey et 

al. (1980) and Holtzworth-Munroe and Jacobson (1985), worded as 

follows: 

We are particularly interested in whatever thoughts or 
feelings are "touched off" for you by the plan for this 
building. Please don't worry about organization, 
complete sentences or grammar, just jot down your 
thoughts — as they occur - on the lines below (l1/2 lined 
pages provided for response). 
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A directed-probe, worded as follows (counterbalanced to 

examine possible "what" versus "why" effects) was used to 

measure "people" vs. "non-people" attributions following a non-

biasing prompt: 

What do you feel are the causes or reasons for the plan 
to construct a building at the location and time 
described; why do you think this is happening" (IV2 
lined pages provided for response). 

A transition question_intxoduced the person-situation 

dichotomy, using a Likert 9 point scale as follows: 

Would you say that your "experiencing" of this plan to 
construct a building at the described location and time 
has been primarily in terms of: specific people or type 
of people making it happen ...(vs)... circumstances 
beyond any person's control making it happen?" (At 
opposite ends of the scale). 
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A set of 9 point Likert structured response items was 

used to measure dispositional inferences, expectancy violation, 

and extremity of evaluations, with respective instructions as 

follows: 

(For dispositional inferences and expectancy violation) 
To whatever degree that people do come to mind, whom you 
do hold responsible for this plan (whom you either blame 
or credit), please indicate with a circle below the 
extent to which you feel their behavior regarding this 
plan is: 
- unexpected, 
- surprising, 
- voluntary, 
- a reflection of a personality trait, 
- intentional, 
- evidence of a stable behavioral pattern (indicative of 

future behavior given similar issues), 
- due to outside circumstances, 
- evidence of a general behavioral pattern (indicative 

of their behavior given different issues"? 

(For extremity of evaluations) 
To what extent are these people behaving: 
- in a responsible manner, 
- in a competent manner, 
- in a likeable manner"? 

Manipulation checks (using 9 point Likert scales): 

The manipulation of hedonic relevance was checked with 

the following item: "To what extent do you feel that you 

will be affected by the described plan (not at all to 

extremely?)" 

The manipulation of degree of negativity was checked with 

the following items: "Please rate the extent to which you agree 

with the following two statements — they couldn't have picked a 
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worse location if they tried; they couldn't have picked a better 

location if they tried? Would you say this plan is: good, fair, 

smart, necessary"? 

Procedures: 

Subjects were run in groups of from 3 to 10, at scheduled 

sessions, in a large enough room that they could spread out and 

be less aware of each other (and were urged to do so). 

Prior to handing out any materials the experimenter 

informed the subjects that the survey was in three parts, with 

materials for each given out only after completion of its 

predecessor, followed by a period during which they would get a 

chance to ask the questions. Subjects were encouraged to take 

their time and work at their own rate of speed, and were told 

that it would be necessary to remain through the follow-up 

discussion in order to receive their participation vouchers. The 

experimenter then handed out the materials to part 1, consisting 

of the proposal description and indirect probe, using a double-

blind technique to ensure true random assignment to condition. 

As each subject completed this portion they were given part 2, 

which consisted of the direct probe, and, after completion of 

that, part 3, consisting of the structured response items — thus 

moving from unbiased to causally biased to actor biased stimuli. 

On average, across sessions, this procedure required 30 minutes. 
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During the following debriefing every effort was made to 

make it easy for subjects to report suspicions and/or complaints 

about any of the stimulus materials. In most cases concern was 

quickly expressed about the high negativity conditions in terms 

of the their hopes that the change would not come to pass — that 

either the survey results or subsequent protests would cause a 

reassessment — thus underscoring the success of the deception. 

At no time were subjects allowed to leave a session without it 

being explained that there had been a deception; that to the 

best of the experimentor's knowledge the changes described would 

not be occurring but were considered plausible, and; that the 

deception had been necessary with some discussion as to why that 

was felt to be so. Once this and the goals of the experiment had 

been explained, and any remaining questions answered, the 

subjects were thanked for their partici-pation and given their 

vouchers. On the average this debriefing procedure took ap

proximately 20 minutes. No significant problems with suspicion 

were identified. 

Coding: 

Coding procedures were developed by the experimenter, 

using studies that were similar mehodologically as guides (c.f. 

Holtzworth-Monroe and Jacobson, 1985). 
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Two acquaintances of the experimenter were used as coders 

for this study. The coders were blind to the research hypothe

ses. It was not possible, however, to ensure that coders would 

be blind to condition, given references in the text of the 

responses to specifics of condition. To control for variation in 

the frequency of such references as a function of condition, 

coders were instructed to uniformly take note of condition 

(marked on the response sheets by the experimentor). 

Attributional activity was defined as including any 

comment: 

Where the respondent's tendencies to think in terms of 
causality are exposed, as manifest by assertions or 
speculations whose central focus is a claim, opinion, 
belief, theory or guess about why things are going down 
the way they are (vis the proposed building, its 
location, and projected construction date.) 

Although this definition was used for coding both the 

indirect and direct probes, additional instructions were given 

to the coders by the experimentor to, when in doubt, score 

responses to the direct probe as attributional given the expli

cit request in that probe for causal information. 

Four classes of attributional content were initially used 

for classifying type of attribution, defined as follows 
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(ultimately, types "1" and "4" were collapsed into a new 

category for "non-people" attributions): 

(1) People attributions — 
for those instances where references stating or clearly 
implying responsibility place it primarily at the feet 
of specific individuals, occupants of particular posi
tions or roles, some par-ticular type of people, or a 
"they" clearly referring to one af the above, who are 
actively and inten-tionallv causing things to ao down as 
thev are or whose protest and/or opposing action is thus 
hf*ina avoided; 

(2) Circumstance attributions — 
for those instances where references stating or clearly 
implying responsibility place it primarily at the feet 
of some influencing condition where intention, desire, 
and avoided retaliation, as described above, are irrele
vant or implausible, and where responsible "people" as 
defined above, are not even mentioned. While there is 
the implication that the influencing condition is being 
responded to, the focus is on the condition as oppossed 
to the response or responder; 

(3) Mixed attributions — 
for those instances where references stating or clearly 
implying responsibility place it primarily at the feet 
of some influencing condition, as with "Circumstance" 
attributions, but where in contrast there xa mention of 
the responding actor — usually a "they" — but where 
there is not the focus on attributes or characteristics 
of the actor that would place the comment in the 
"People" category; 

(4) "Other" attributions — 
for those instances where references stating or clearly 
implying responsibility do not involve either willfull 
or avoided actors, actors responding to circumstances, 
or even influencing conditions as each is defined above 
— where for instance, there is simply an assertion that 
it is happening because "it is good, or right, or neces
sary" without any elaboration touching on actors or 
conditions making this so. 
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Coders worked independently, meeting individually with 

the experimenter on a fairly frequent basis, especially toward 

the beginning of the process, for calibration checks and to 

discuss any problems they were having. So little attributional 

activity was discerned in response to the indirect probe that 

analysis was stopped. Interjudge reliability scores averaged .79 

for the remaining measures, as did the average calibration 

index. 
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RESULTS 

Missing Data and Assumption Violations: 

The amount of missing data was trivial — with only a 

half dozen points missing out of approximately 3000, for a 

greater than %95 completion rate. Still, cell loadings were 

close enough to the minimum cutoff that the associated cases 

could not be given up. Sub-group means were used to fill in,all 

missing data points. 

No problems with non-normal distributions were 

encountered, and Hartley's Fj^test revealed no violation of the 

homogeneity of variance assumption. Visual examination of the 

data cloud via MACSPIN™ suggested that it was safe to assume an 

absence of multivariate ouliers as well. 

Consolidation of Variables: 

Following examination for missing data and assumption 

violations, Principle Component Factor Analysis (Varimax) was 

executed to reduce the structured response item set to a smaller 

group of composite variables (see table 1). Scores on the 

good/bad, fair/ unfair, smart/dumb, necessary/unnecessary, and 

relatively poor loca-tion continums were also pulled together 

into a composite measure "reported negativity" used as a 
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manipulation check for the opera-tionalization of "High" and 

"Low" Negativity. 

Manipulation Checks: 

A 2 x 2 x 2 factorial ANOVA produced a significant main 

effect for Negativity on "reported negativity", F (1,91) = 

19.464, p <.0001/ (Mmaii = 6.573 vs Mlot = 5.071)/ as expected 

(the higher the number the more reported negativity). However, 

the manipulation check for Hedonic Relevance on "reported rele

vance" was startling, revealing a significant 3-way interaction, 

F (1/91) = 8.482, p <.001, and hq other significant effects. As 

can be seen in a plot of the residualized interaction effects 

Table 1. Composite variable construction: Varimax factor 
loadings for all subjects on structured response items. 

Factor Items T.oadina Variance (%) 

Negative 
disposition 

Confirming 
behavior 

Purposive 
behavior 

.a reflection of a personality trait .687 

.due to outside circumstances -.418 

.evidence of a general..pattern .55 

.not behaving responsibly .85 

.not behaving competently .858 

.not behaving likeably .811 

•as expected .861 
.not surprising .838 

.voluntary .735 

.intentional .798 

32.1 

1 6 . 2  

12.6 
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(see Figure 1), male and female subjects differed dramatically 

and rather strangely in the manner in which they felt they would 

personally be affected by the various conditions: The female 

subjects reported the most impact from the loss of the mall in 

1988, and the males reported the greatest impact in response to 

the loss of the faculty lot in 1988; the 1986 start-up date was 

expected to illicit a greater perception of impact than 1988 and 

no sex differences were anticipated. 

•o* M/HR 

M/LR 
-o- F/HR 

-e- F/LR 

high low 

Degree of Negativity 

Figure 1. Failure of the Hedonic Relevance Manipulation: Inter
action of Negativity, Hedonic Relevance & Sex of 
Subject. (Rosenthal and Rosnow's (1985) procedure was 
used to residualize or "correct" the means prior to 
plotting. 

Note: M = male, F = female; HR = High Relevance condition 
(1986), LR = Low Relevance condition (1988). 
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Hypothesis Testing: 

In response to this unanticipated manipulation failure a 

double median-split recode was executed, using "reported nega

tivity and relevance" in place of assigned condition to define 

group membership, in order to retain Hedonic Relevance as a 

testable variable (see Table 2 for the resulting cell loadings). 

The subscript refer-ence rep0rted useci in the following 

results summary to distinguish the four new high versus low 

negativity/relevance groups and associated effects from the four 

original experimental conditions. 

A 2 x 2 x 2 (Sex of Subject x Negativityreportecj x 

Relevance reported) factorial analysis of variance was run to 

compare percent-ages of "person" and "non-person" attributions 

and scores on "confirming" behavior, "purposive" behavior and 

"negative disposition". 

Table 2. Median split recode cell loadings, based on "reported 
negativity" and "reported relevance". 

Condition Cell Loading Condition Cell Loading 

Male/HNr/HRr 12 Female/HNr/HRr 13 
Male/HNr/LRr 13 Female/HNr/LRr 12 
Male/LNr/HRr 09 Female/LNr/HRr 12 
Male/LNr/LRr 14 Female/LNr/LRr 14 

Note: H = High; L = Low; Nr = Negativityrep0rteci; Rr = Relevancerep0rted 
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Main effects for Negativityreported were identified in re

sponse to the direct-probe on percentage of "people" attribu

tions, F (1,91) = 6.771, p <.05 <MHNr = 37% vs MLNr = 20.2%), 

percentage of "non-people" attributions, F (1,91) = 4.335, p 

<•05 (MHNr = 42.2% vs Mjjv]r = 58.2%) and on "negative disposi

tions", F (1, 91) = 17.654, p < .0001 (MHNr = 5.631 vs MLNr = 

4.479). As predicted, higher negativity resulted in a greater 

tendency to hold only implicitly involved actors accountable for 

the event and to suggest that the associated behavior is a 

function of dispositional characteristics of those actors. 

Contrary to expectations, no significant main effects 

were evident for Relevancereported on "person" or "non-person" 

attributions in response to the direct-probe. A significant main 

effect for Relevancerep0rted was identified, however, on "nega

tive disposition", F (1,91) = 7.511, p <.001 (MHRr 5.478 vs MLRr 

= 4.699), as predic-ted. Respondents demonstrated a greater 

tendency to view involved actor's behavior as indicative of 

negative dispositional characteristics — which they expect to be 

present across a range of issues — given an environmental change 

stimulus of more personal relevance to them. 

In addition, an unanticipated main effect for Sex of 

Subject on percentage of "non-people" attributions was identi

fied, F (1, 91) = 3.946, p <.05, (M^ie = 43% vs Mfemale = 

56.8%), and a similarly unanticipated interaction was found 
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between Sex of Subject and Negativityreported on "people" 

attributions, F (1,91) = 5.11, p <.05, suggesting that the 

hypothesized relationship between the negativity of an event and 

the tendency to hold the actors accountable is only true for 

males (please see figure 2). 
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Figure 2.Differences in residualized mean percentage of "people" 
attributions made as a function of Negativityreporteci 

and Sex of Subject. 

Interpretation of the results from the recoded data is 

difficult, however, because individual differences between 

subjects that would have otherwise been balanced across assigned 
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condition become potential confounds for the results observed as 

a by-product of allowing self-selection to group. 

Rather than having to qualify all the results, a separate 

2x2 factorial analysis of variance was executed, using Sex of 

Subject and the successful manipulation of Negativity (mall vs. 

lot), but collapsing across the stated construction start-up 

date (the unsuccessful manipulation of Hedonic Relevance). The 

following summarizes those findings (please note that the the 

subscript reported reference is now dropped) . 

In contrast with expected results, no main effects for 

Negativity were identified on percentage of "people" attribu

tions in response to the direct-probe. A significant interaction 

effect was identified, however, F (1,95) = 4.952, p <.05, with 

male subjects making more "people" attributions in the face of 

the more negative event (as predicted for all subjects) and the 

females making less (see figure 3). 

A nearly significant main effect for Sex of Subject, was 

also identified, on percentage of "non-people" attributions, F 

(1,95) = 3.663, p <.06 (Mmaie= 43% vs Mfemale= 56.8%). The 

interaction of Sex of Subject and Negativity approached 

significance as well, F (1,95) = 3.019, p <.09 — male subjects 

making more "non-people" attribu-tions in response to the less 

negative environmental change, the female subjects, again, doing 

just the opposite. 
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No significant effects were identified in response to the 

"focus" item which introduced the person/non-person causal 

dichotomy. As predicted, subjects did make significantly more 

inferences of "negative dispositions" in response to the more 

negative condi-tion, F (1,95) = 7.564, p <.01 (M^iu = 5.418 vs 

Miot= 4.697; the higher the score the more confirming), and 

found it less confirming in terms of their behavioral expecta

tions, F (1, 95) = 6.649, p <.02 (Miot = 5.27 vs 6.479). A 

nearly significant interaction effect was also identified 

between Sex of Subject and Negativity, F (1,95) = 3.794, p 

<.06, with males exhibiting more dispositional inferences given 
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Figure 3. Differences in residualized mean percentage of 
"people" attributions made as a function of 
Negativity (Condition) and Sex of Subject. 
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the more negative change in the environment, and female subjects 

doing just the opposite. 

Finally, the relative value of confirmational versus 

negativity information was examined. A series of stepwise 

regression runs was executed (separately for males and females, 

given the differences already noted) forcing the four variables 

— perceived negativity, confirmation, purposiveness and per

ceived relevance — into the equation as predictors. Percentage 

of "people" attributions and "negative disposition" were used as 

the criterion, varying the order in which negativity and confir

mation were allowed to enter the equation such that examination 

of both their independent and joint effects was possible through 

the significance of changes in {Pedhazur, 1982). 

As can be seen from the results summary in Table 3, 

degree of confirmation is of relatively little help in explain

ing the variance in either criterion for the male or female 

subjects — on its own or in combination with negativity. 
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Table 3. Contrasts in predictive utility {changes in R2) for 
Negativity and "confirming behavior" for male and 

female subjects. 

Independent Effects Joint Effects 

Negativity Confirmation 

Males 

% People Attributions .285 a2 .016 .032 

Negative Disposition .509 a2 .001 .018 

Females 
% People Attributions .016 .065 .009 

Negative Disposition .378 b2 .067 .055 

Note: a = df {4,43) ; b = df (4,46) ; 1 = p <.05; 2 = p <. 01 
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DISCUSSION 

The Role of Negativity: 

Clearly, the degree of negativity associated with an 

environmental change at the built area scale is an important 

variable in understanding how such events are experienced. 

Increased negativity does, in fact, result in a greater likeli

hood that inferences of negative dispositions will be made to 

only implicitly involved actors, and, for males, also results in 

significantly more attributions of causality (blame) to such 

actors, as predicted. Also, as anticipated, decreased negativity 

resulted in more "non-people" attributions. But again, this was 

only true for the male participants. 

From the standpoint of the attribution literature these 

are important findings because, as discussed, the pre-existing 

evidence for the "negativity bias" was limited by the extent to 

which it was based on isolated situations with short time 

horizons where respondents were explicitly asked to account for 

specific actions using only structured response measures. In 

contrast, these findings demonstrate a consistent influence for 

negativity in free-response to a probe (which requested causal 

information but did not bias respondents toward conceptualizing 

causality in terms of the person-situational dichotomy) and in 

responses structured in terms of actor versus situational 
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explanations. Further, while the stimulus employed was ambiguous 

in terms of the involvement of actors (none were explicitly 

present but a variety of actors conceivably could be implicated) 

the results were similar to those obtained in earlier studies 

involving specific, discrete actions by a particular actor, thus 

extending support for the role of negativity in attribution to a 

realm of social cognition where it has never before been shown. 

Unfortunately, no evidence was generated for the 

influence of negativity on completely unsolicited attributions 

as there were essentially no such responses to any of the 

experimental conditions presented to the subjects. The efforts 

that were made to deceive the subjects into believing the study 

was not an experiment apparently succeeded all too well. Given a 

presentation of the environmental change as a "proposal" and the 

response instrument as a "survey", subjects responded to the 

indirect probe (as should, perhaps, have been expected) not in 

terms of causality but rather in terms of why they thought the 

plan was good or bad, necessary or unnecessary and/or should or 

should not take place. Existing causal theories and/or new 

causal analysis may have also been initiated but no causal 

assertions were expressed until prompted. Future research which 

has as its principal purpose the investigation of purely spon

taneous attributional activity in response to environmental 

change might do well to try the newspaper review techniques 
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discussed by Weiner (1986), or Pyszczynski and Greenberg's 

(X981) informational request approach to identifying causal 

analysis — avoiding the problems encountered here. It is 

reasonable to suggest, however, that once prompted to offer 

explanations the actor versus situational aspects of the 

attributions made in this study did occur freely, given the fact 

that the prompt employed did not bias respondents to think of 

causality in such terms. The evidence stands that, for males 

respondents, an essentially bad thing was attributed to 

essentially bad people. 

Expectancy Effects: 

It would appear that the tentatively hypothesized rela

tionship between assumed behavior, person-in-role expectations, 

and attribution — such that more internal attributions would be 

directed at actors assumed to be involved who were behaving in 

conformance with these expectations — was mistaken. Although 

some support was generated for the opposing argument, that more 

actor attributions would be predicted given less confirming 

behavior, it was demonstrated that expectancy violation plays a 

relatively insignificant part in accounting for variance in 

attributional assertions. 

A distinction is made here between causal assertions and 

causal analysis or search, and it is an important one in that 
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expectancy violations have been shown to significantly impact 

the later (Pyszczynski and Greenberg, 1981). The results of the 

present study, which only examined assertions, take nothing away 

from those findings. It might be helpful in the future if such a 

distinction gained greater currency within the attribution 

literature. Conclusions are routinely drawn about variables 

which mitigate search when it is only the outward manifestation 

of attributional assertions that are measured given the instru

ments and procedures used. 

Hedonic Relevance: 

Perceptions of greater personal impact (hedonic 

relevance) from an environmental change were associated with 

more negative dispositional inferences to the actors or type of 

actors assumed by the respondents to be responsible. But this 

finding was in the context of a manipulation failure and recod-

ing procedure that voids controls for potentially confounding 

variables. A weakness of the study was that only a single item 

was provided to gauge manipulation take for hedonic relevance. 

Still, no problems were observed during pre-testing. It was only 

following the full experimental run and check for interactions 

(in contrast with the simple T-tests executed with pre-test 

data) that the problem surfaced. Inescapably, there are the 

questions raised by the nature of the manipulation failure. Many 
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of the comments made by female participants in the study, in 

response to the probes and during debriefing, dealt with aes

thetic and symbolic issues related to Old Main, an historic 

structure immediately adjacent to the proposed mall site, and 

such issues related to the mall itself. Perhaps women more 

readily identify with place, such that the projected loss of an 

element central to the meaning of their built environment, 

regardless of its timing, is experienced as personally impact

ing. It is at least as mysterious that males should report the 

most personal impact from the experimental condition they rate 

the mildest in terms of negativity. The fact that male and 

female subjects diverged so dramatically is puzzling and 

suggestive of the need for further analysis. 

Sex Differences: 

Although unanticipated and therefore challenging the sex 

differences identified constitute some of the most interesting 

findings of this study — underscoring Wittig's (1985) remarks 

concerning the extent to which such differences have gone 

unexamined in attribution research. In fact, other than some 

studies dealing with sex differences in attributions for one's 

own success or failure (c.f. Bell and Schaffer, 1984; Campbell, 

1986; Kaufman, 1985; Miller, 1984; Wittig, 1985), and in 

relation to rape (c.f. Howard, 1983, 1984; Krulewitz & Payne, 
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1978; Krulewitz & Nash, 1979; Kanekar-Suresh, et al, (1985), 

which were not considered to be relevant, no sex differences 

were uncovered in the attributional literature during prepara

tion for this study. Nor was there any indication in the 

environmental change literature, of the role gender might play 

in these sorts of perception. 

The fact that female participants in the study decreased 

their "people" attributions and negative inferences and 

increased their "non-people" attributions in the face of a more 

negative event cannot be explained away as the result of coding 

bias (Mulac, et al, 1985) because of the consistency of results 

across coded and structured response items. 

Nor can these results be completely accounted for by sex-

linked locus of control differences (McNeill, 1980) . Female 

respondents did make more "non-people" attributions than did 

their male counterparts — and this demonstrates an external 

control orientation to some degree. However, the females did not 

differ significantly in the extent to which they reported exper

iencing the proposed change in terms of situational (external) 

as opposed to actor (internal) causality. Additionally, the 

locus of control literature suggests little to prepare us for 

the females increasing their "people" attributions in response 

to the less negative condition. 
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An alternative and in ways more satisfying line of 

reasoning, identified during a reinvestigation of the liter

ature, revolves around sex-based differences in moral principles 

and principles of justice. 

Gilligan (1977, 1982) for one, in attacking Kohlberg's 

(1969, 1976) model of moral reasoning, has argued for the 

existence of broad sex-related distinctions, with males 

associated with a "morality of rights," in contrast to the 

female "morality of responsibility" which makes the consequences 

of a decision vis a vis participants1 well-being a more central 

focus. Though the subsequent research has failed to back up all 

of her contentions, qualifying them in some instances (c.f. 

Pratt and Royen, 1982), important components (from the stand

point of understanding the differences observed in response to 

environmental change) have received support. A recent study by 

Ford and Lowery (1986) for instance, identified significantly 

consistent tendencies on the part of males to use a "justice 

orientation," and females to use a "care orientation" in 

resolving their moral dilemmas. 

In the area of performance valuation and managerial allo

cation decisions, evidence has also been presented (c.f. Kahn, 

et al., 1980; Stake, 1985) for a divergence in gender specific 

goals and preferred principles of justice — with males tending 

toward an "equity" emphasis, and thus more of a concern with 
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performance, and females tending toward an "equality" emphasis, 

with a greater concern for harmony. Correspondingly, male 

managers have been shown {Stake, 1985) to be more likely to 

attribute productivity declines (a negative event) to such 

internal causes as lower motivation, and to "blame" or hold 

people personally accountable to a greater degree than their 

female counterparts. It has also been argued, by Stake (1985) 

for instance, that women are more responsive to relationship 

issues, and more tolerant of individual differences and seeming 

failures to perform "up to par or according to some standard" 

(:1628). 

Typically, the suggestion is that these results are due 

to socialization differences: The argument being that women come 

into evaluation settings having been conditioned to place an 

emphasis on the people and relationships involved and mindful, 

for instance, of their own training to not publicly compete, and 

therefore have a far greater awareness of the factors which 

might mediate a person's performance. 

A rather tenuous leap in logic must be made, however, for 

this line of thinking to shed any light on the sex differences 

identified in the present study: Women, as part of their concern 

for people and relationships, must to a greater extent than men 

believe that people try to do the right thing. The more negative 

the condition the more imperative it is for women to postulate a 
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situational cause. This is conjecture of course. It is, however, 

intuitively plausible and heuristically useful. It would be par

ticularly inter-esting to reapproach other areas of attribution 

research with a focus on sex differences and the possible exten

sion of these find-ings and those reported in the performance 

valuation literature. 
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

Planners, architects and other professionals involved in 

the process of instigating new development in the built environ

ment like to think of their efforts as good, necessary and for 

the best. The increasingly dissatisfied and even unfriendly 

reaction of the public in the face of this "progress" suggests 

that that perception is not universally held. 

As demonstrated by the present study, change may only be 

a potentiality and still touch off affect, attribution, and more 

active response {some of the participants in the study immedi

ately brought up the possibility of organizing a protest during 

debriefing with the experimenter before it could be explained 

that the proposed change had only been hypothetical). As Marris 

(1974) has suggested, the threat of change where self-definition 

is implicated is enough to engender fierce conservational 

efforts to avoid the loss. Marris also points out that where 

this threat of loss is part of a shared disruptive experience, 

the associated ambivalence can become projected as social 

conflict — still incorporating the dynamics of grievance and 

thus representing a search for identity as well as a clash of 

interests. Further, he contends that "the articulation of this 

sort of conflict is as important, in terms of assimilating 
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social change, as mourning is to bereavement .... (and that) it 

cannot be prevented without impact.." (:154). 

Unfortunately, this process seems no more allowed for in 

our western culture than is extended mourning — both are 

"aborted". The participatory planning process and its 

professional participants are similarly oriented toward ration

ality. There is little allowance for public expressions that 

come across as essentially selfish, intuitive or emotional. It 

seems reasonable to presume that this is particularly true where 

such expressions are experienced by the planner or designer as 

blame and character slander directed at them! While the results 

of the present study represent only one small step toward 

identifying the psychological forces at work in such instances, 

they are suggestive of a maxim that ought to be heeded by 

professionals in the field: Don't take it personally; realize 

their are important processes at work that go beyond what meets 

the eye; understand that change in the built environment, which 

is your business, can touch at meaning much more profound for 

the human animal than simple real estate values. 
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